We invite you to "Give One Chance" and join us!
Here is how it works and how YOU can help:
•

www.giveonechance.org is the Internet site through which the whole project is managed.

•

Each partner/distributor/supplier who decides to make a commitment and join the program selects a local
community project to be supported by the GOC (Give One Chance) program.

•

Each project selected for the GOC program needs to be approved by the GOC committee.

•

The support GOC directs to each project is not time-limited. Source will continue supporting the project until or
unless the partner decides to pursue another project instead.

•

The GOC projects must be run by NGO's 501 C (3) (USA) or any international equivalent that can issue a
government -recognized, tax- deductible receipt for the donation. If the project chosen cannot issue this type of
receipt, an approved NGO, acting as a channel for the donation, will be added to the loop.

•

Each project will be published on the GOC web site under "the projects" section. Each project will include the
following information: the country, a short brief describing the project, start date, money donated so far to the
project and a link to the project website.

•

Every supplier, customer, distributor or retail shop involved with Source will be invited to take social responsibility
and participate in the GOC project. Once the decision "to join" is made, the supplier, customer, distributor or
retailer will become a GOC member.

•

Each GOC member will be included in the GOC website under "the members" bar. Each member will have the
following information included on the site: the country, a short member profile (member logo can be added to
the window), the project or projects the member selected to support and a link to the member’s website.

•

Each GOC member will nominate a person within the member organization to be the member's GOC coordinator
(GOCC). GOCC will be responsible for all communication and follow-ups related to GOC.



GOCC's throughout the world will be communicating with each other through the GOC website to manage and
accelerate the impact of the GOC program.

GOC Mechanism - Source Suppliers Sales to Source:
•

Between one and four times a year, the Source suppliers (that decided to become GOC members) will forward
a payment in the amount of 1% of his turnover with Source to the GOC project selected. The Source supplier will
collect a receipt from the organization that received the payment and forward a copy of the receipt to Source. If
the Source supplier does not want to manage the donation, they will forward the payment to Source and Source
will manage the donation on the suppliers' behalf.

•

Being a GOC member, Source supplier may choose to donate under the GOC platform 1% of their overall
turnover and not only 1% of his turnover with Source. In this case, the Source supplier will be entitled (if he/she
wishes) to choose a new project in his/her country to which the 1% donation will go. In this event, the new
project selected will be added to the list of GOC projects for this country and other members could contribute to
this project if they like, as well.

GOC Mechanism –Source Sales to OEM and Other Customers:
•

Between one and four times a year, Source Customers (that decided to become GOC members) will send a
payment to the project he selected in the amount of 1% of his procurement from Source.

The Customer will

collect a receipt from the organization that received the payment and will send a copy to Source. In return,
Source will issue a credit note in the amount of 1% of the turnover sales to the customer.
GOC Mechanism – Source OEM and Other Customers Sales to Third Party:
•

A partner who wishes to extend participation in the GOC program may donate not only 1% from their
procurements from Source, but additionally 1% from their turnover to their customers with Source products.
Between one and four times a year, Source customers will send a payment in the amount of 1% of its turnover
from Source products to the project they selected. The Customer will collect a receipt from the organization that
received the payment and forward a copy of the receipt to Source.

•

As a GOC member, the Source customer may choose to donate 1% of its overall turnover and not only 1% of its
turnover with Source products. In this case, the Source customer will be entitled to choose a new project in their
country to which the 1% donation will go. In this event, the new project selected will be added to the list of GOC
projects for this country and other members may also choose to contribute to this added project.

GOC Mechanism - Source Sales to Distributors:
•

Between one and four times a year, Source’s distributors will send a payment to the project selected in the
amount of 1% of procurements from Source. The distributor will collect a receipt from the organization that
received the payment and send a copy to Source. In return, Source will issue a credit note in the amount of 1%
of the turnover sales to the distributor.

GOC Mechanism - Distributors Sales to Retail Shops:
•

Between one and four times a year, Source’s distributors will forward a payment in the amount of 1% of turnover
from Source products to the selected project. The distributor will collect a receipt from the organization that
received the payment and send a copy to Source. As GOC members, Source distributors may choose to donate
to the project 1% of overall turnover and not only 1% of Source turnover. GOC

Mechanism - Retail Shops Sales to End Users:
•

Retail shops that chose to participate and become members in the GOC project will send between one and four
times a year, payment in the amount of 1% of turnover from Source products to the selected project. Shops will
collect a receipt from the organization that received the payment and forward a copy to the Source distributor in
its country.

•

As GOC members, retail shops may choose to donate under the GOC platform 1% of its overall turnover and not
only 1% of its Source products turnover. In this situation, retail shops will be entitled to choose a new project in
its country to which the 1% donation will go. In this event, the new project selected will be added to the list of
GOC projects for this country and other members may also choose to contribute to this added project.

